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The bestselling book on intermediate accounting, Kieso is an excellent reference for practicing accountants and an invaluable resource for anyone entering the field. It integrates
FARS/Codification exercises, cases, and simulations into the chapters. This introduces readers to the codification project. They'll learn how to leverage everyday accounting programs like
Excel, GLS, and other computerized accounting software giving them a strong background in the tools needed in the accounting profession. New and existing content is arranged in a way to
offer accountants a chance to review key concepts. New to This Edition: NEW IFRS content: Intermediate Accounting, 13e, includes, in 20 of the 24 chapters, a "Convergence Corner" feature
that demonstrates to readers how international financial reporting standards apply to the main topics of the chapter. Updated Appendix 24B provides a complete discussion of the international
accounting and reporting environment, with the latest convergence developments. Quick-hitting International Insights in the margins compare or contrast international standards with a point
under discussion in the nearby text. New end-of-chapter Questions in each chapter focus on international standards introduced in the chapter. These questions are marked with an icon for
easy reference. International Reporting Cases ask readers to analyze financial statements of international companies and apply analysis with the application of international standards.
Updated Fair Value discussions: Fair value has been expanded at both the introductory level in Chapter 2 and in subsequent chapters where appropriate. The more thorough discussion in
Chapter 2 lays the groundwork for expanded discussions in later chapters. The result is a solid understanding of fair value in the accounting profession today. FASB Codification: This edition
integrates the new FASB Codification throughout. References to the accounting pronouncements replaced by a numbering system in each chapter linked to the new Codification. A list of
Codification references at the end of each chapter links the bracketed numbers from the text to the Codification; this list also includes a reference to the preceding literature, for easing the
transition to the new system. In addition, a handful of quick exercises in each chapter give readers opportunities for practice and simple research in the Codification. Revised End-of-Chapter
Material: Names, numbers, and dates in all end-of-c ...
This bestseller has powered the careers of countless professionals. The new edition builds on the book's reputation for comprehensiveness, accuracy, and currency, incorporating all the
recent changes to the accounting literature. Updated with the latest developments and standards in the field. The book includes a CD-ROM with an accounting cycle tutorial, a financial
statement analysis primer, an annual report database, spreadsheet tools, career resources, and more. It will help readers develop the knowledge- and skills-base they need to succeed as
professional accountants.
The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680922929. Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that covers the fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to both
accounting and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that can be applied across business fields. Each
chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each chapter, allowing students to build on emerging
accounting knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed business processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects
of accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.
Rated the most satisfying textbook by students in independent research, Spiceland/Sepe/Nelson’s Intermediate Accounting, 6th Edition, has the quality, flexibility, and attention to detail
students need to master a challenging subject. It's your Vehicle to Success in the Intermediate Accounting course and beyond! Spiceland/Sepe/Nelson provides a decision maker’s
perspective to emphasize the professional judgment and critical thinking skills required of accountants today. Reviewers, instructors, and student users of Spiceland have enthusiastically
embraced the relaxed, conversational writing style that engages students in an enjoyable and effective learning experience. In addition, accounting's preeminent textbook website provides
students a wide variety of electronic learning resources, including iPod content. Study Guide, Instructor's Manual, Solutions Manual, Testbank, and Website content are all created by authors,
ensuring seamless compatibility throughout the Spiceland learning package. The end-of-chapter material is also written by the author team and tested in their own classes before being
included in Intermediate Accounting. Few areas see the kind of rapid change that accounting does, and the Spiceland team is committed to staying current. The sixth edition fully integrates all
the latest FASB Standards, and the authors are committed to keeping you updated with all relevant content changes throughout the edition.
This title provides chapter summaries, detailed illustrations, and a wide variety of self-study questions, exercises, and multiple choice problems (with solutions).
Each study guide chapter is comprised of a detailed chapter review, demonstration problems, true/false, multiple-choice, matching questions, and copmrehensive exercises. Solutions to study
guide questions are provided.
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING by Kieso, Weygandt, and Warfield is, quite simply, the standard by which all other intermediate accounting texts are measured. Through thirty years and
thirteen best-selling editions, the text has built a reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, and student success. The Fourteenth Edition maintains the qualities for which the text is globally
recognized, and continues to be your students? gateway to the profession! Volume I is comprised of Chapters 1-14. Each study guide chapter is comprised of a detailed chapter review,
demonstration problems, true/false, multiple-choice, matching questions, and copmrehensive exercises. This book is a bound paperback with three-hole punches for convenient storage in a
binder.
The Art of Company Valuation and Financial Statement Analysis: A value investor’s guide with real-life case studies covers all quantitative and qualitative approaches needed to evaluate the
past and forecast the future performance of a company in a practical manner. Is a given stock over or undervalued? How can the future prospects of a company be evaluated? How can
complex valuation methods be applied in practice? The Art of Company Valuation and Financial Statement Analysis answers each of these questions and conveys the principles of company
valuation in an accessible and applicable way. Valuation theory is linked to the practice of investing through financial statement analysis and interpretation, analysis of business models,
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company valuation, stock analysis, portfolio management and value Investing. The book’s unique approach is to illustrate each valuation method with a case study of actual company
performance. More than 100 real case studies are included, supplementing the sound theoretical framework and offering potential investors a methodology that can easily be applied in
practice. Written for asset managers, investment professionals and private investors who require a reliable, current and comprehensive guide to company valuation, the book aims to
encourage readers to think like an entrepreneur, rather than a speculator, when it comes to investing in the stock markets. It is an approach that has led many to long term success and
consistent returns that regularly outperform more opportunistic approaches to investment.
McKinsey’s Trusted Guide to Teaching Corporate Valuation is Back and Better than Ever Designed for classroom use, Valuation, University Edition Fifth Edition is filled with the expert
guidance from McKinsey & Company that students and professors have come to trust. Fully Revised and Updated, NEW FEATURES to the Fifth Edition include: ALL NEW CASE STUDIES
that illustrate how valuation techniques and principles are applied in real-world situations NEW CONTENT on the strategic advantages of value-based management EXPANDED to include
advanced valuation techniques UPDATED to reflect the events of the real estate bubble and its effect on stock markets, new developments in corporate finance, changes in accounting rules,
and an enhanced global perspective Valuation, Fifth Edition remains true to its roots with a solid framework for valuation through key concepts such as: Analyzing historical performance,
including reorganizing a company's financial statements to reflect economic rather than accounting performance Forecasting performance, with emphasis on not just the mechanics of
forecasting but also how to think about a company's future economics Estimating the cost of capital with practical tips that aren't found in textbooks Interpreting the results of a valuation in light
of a company's competitive situation Linking a company's valuation multiples to the core drivers of its performance. The University Edition contains the same key chapters as Valuation Fifth
Edition but expands on them to enhance classroom application with End of Chapter Summaries and Review Questions to help students master key concepts from each chapter before moving
on to the next. For professors, Wiley offers an Online Instructor’s Manual with a full suite of resources exclusive to adopting professors. Contact your rep for more information.
Intermediate Accounting: IFRS Edition provides the tools global accounting students need to understand IFRS and how it is applied in practice. The emphasis on fair value, the proper
accounting for financial instruments, and the new developments related to leasing, revenue recognition, and financial statement presentation are examined in light of current practice. Global
Accounting Insights highlight the important differences that remain between IFRS and U.S. GAAP, and discuss the ongoing joint convergence efforts to resolve them. Comprehensive, up-todate, and accurate, Intermediate Accounting: IFRS Edition includes proven pedagogical tools, designed to help students learn more effectively and to answer the changing needs of this
course.
US public companies will have to follow International Financial Reporting Standards as of January 1, 2011. Weygandt’s Financial Accounting: IFRS introduces challenging accounting
concepts with examples that are familiar to the student while incorporating the new global accounting standards. Following the reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, and currency,
Weygandt guides students through financial accounting and the period of transition for IFRS readiness. The text prepares student for the requirements they will follow in the coming years.
Due to the emergence of IFRS as the required convention for reporting to stock exchanges in the European Union and other important markets, accountants must gain a strong understanding
of these standards. Intermediate Accounting integrates this new information throughout the chapters so they’ll learn how to apply the new global accounting standards. Global examples are
presented to clearly show how the information is utilized in the field. The use of various currencies is also explored, which is critical for accountants to know in today’s global businesses
environment.
Volume one of the Handbooks of Management Accounting Research sets the context for both Handbooks, with three chapters outlining the historical development of management accounting
as a discipline and as a practice in three broad geographic settings. The bulk of the first volume then draws together a series of contributions that analyse the scholarly literature in terms of
distinct intellectual and theoretical social science perspectives. The volume includes a chapter which looks at work informed by psychology as a base discipline. The volume also includes a set
of chapters that seek to evaluate and explain issues of research method for the different approaches to research found within management accounting. Special pricing available if purchased
as a set with Volume 2. Documents the scholarly management accounting literature Publishing both in print, and online through Science Direct International in scope
The increasing pace of global conformance towards the adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) highlights the need for accounting students as well as accounting
practitioners to be conversant with IFRS. Teaching IFRS offers expert descriptions of, and insights into, the IFRS convergence process from a teaching and learning perspective. Hence this
book is both timely and likely to have considerable impact in providing guidance for those who teach financial reporting around the world. The contents of the book come from authoritative
sources and offer something distinctive to complement the existing textbooks which typically focus on the technical aspects of IFRS and their adoption. Drawing upon the experiences of those
who have sought to introduce IFRS-related classroom innovations and the associated student outcomes achieved therefrom, the book offers suggestions about how to design and deliver
courses dealing with IFRS and catalogues extensive listings of IFRS-related teaching resources to support those courses. This book was originally published as a special issue of Accounting
Education: An international journal.
This text has built a reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, and student success. The Thirteenth Edition maintains the qualities for which the text is globally recognized, and continues to
be your students' gateway to the profession.
Study the central activities of a business, including today's hot topics, to learn accounting principles! INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING presents a user/decision-making approach, combined with the necessary
coverage of GAAP, to help you understand accounting in terms of what goes on in an actual business. The text's efficient format is not overwhelming, and it blends the core concepts of accounting principles
with procedural applications. An expansive set of end-of-chapter material helps you prepare for exams. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING by Kieso, Weygandt, and Warfield is, quite simply, the standard by which all other intermediate accounting texts are measured. Through thirty years and twelve best-selling
editions, the text has built a reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, and student success. The Thirteenth Edition maintains the qualities for which the text is globally recognized, and continues to be your
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students’ gateway to the profession! Volume I is comprised of Chapters 1-14. Each study guide chapter is comprised of a detailed chapter review, demonstration problems, true/false, multiple-choice,
matching questions, and copmrehensive exercises. Solutions to study guide questions are provided.
Intermediate Accounting, 6/e is built around a Learning System designed to prepare students for the new CPA exam and the business world, by emphasizing decision making. Acknowledging the diversity of
students and their learning styles, the authors have created a clear text and varied supplemental materials to aid the success of every student. Intermediate Accounting, 6/e also provides a flexible and
consistent supplemental package for instructors.
Intermediate Accounting by Kieso, Weygandt, and Warfield is, quite simply, the standard by which all other intermediate texts are measured. Throughout the thirty years, and ten best-selling editions, the text
has built a reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, and student success. This Updated Edition features and incorporates the 2005 FASB key accounting standards that have been updated since the
original publication of "Intermediate Accounting, 11th Edition." The Updated Eleventh Edition maintains the qualities for which the text is globally recognized, and continues to be your students' gateway to the
profession! Included in the package is the "Problem-Solving Survival Guide."
A practical, hands-on guide to forensic accounting Careers in forensic accounting are hot-US News & World Report recently designated forensic accounting as one of the eight most secure career tracks in
America., Forensic accountants work in most major accounting firms and demand for their services is growing with then increasing need for investigations of mergers and acquisitions, tax inquiries, and
economic crime. In addition, forensic accountants perform specialized audits, and assist in all kinds of civil litigation, and are often involved in terrorist investigations. Forensic Accounting For Dummies will
track to a course and explain the concepts and methods of forensic accounting. Covers everything a forensic accountant may face, from investigations of mergers and acquisitions to tax inquiries to economic
crime What to do if you find or suspect financial fraud in your own organization Determining what is fraud and how to investigate Whether you're a student pursuing a career in forensic accounting or just want
to understand how to detect and deal with financial fraud, Forensic Accounting For Dummies has you covered.

The bestselling book on intermediate accounting, Kieso is an excellent reference for practicing accountants and an invaluable resource for anyone entering the field. It integrates
FARS/Codification exercises, cases, and simulations into the chapters. This introduces readers to the codification project. They?ll learn how to leverage everyday accounting programs like
Excel, GLS, and other computerized accounting software giving them a strong background in the tools needed in the accounting profession. New and existing content is arranged in a way to
offer accountants a chance to review key concepts. New to This Edition: NEW IFRS content: Intermediate Accounting, 13e, includes, in 20 of the 24 chapters, a ?Convergence Corner? feature
that demonstrates to readers how international financial reporting standards apply to the main topics of the chapter. * Updated Appendix 24B provides a complete discussion of the
international accounting and reporting environment, with the latest convergence developments. * Quick-hitting International Insights in the margins compare or contrast international standards
with a point under discussion in the nearby text. * New end-of-chapter Questions in each chapter focus on international standards introduced in the chapter. These questions are marked with
an icon for easy reference. * International Reporting Cases ask readers to analyze financial statements of international companies and apply analysis with the application of international
standards. Updated Fair Value discussions: Fair value has been expanded at both the introductory level in Chapter 2 and in subsequent chapters where appropriate. The more thorough
discussion in Chapter 2 lays the groundwork for expanded discussions in later chapters. The result is a solid understanding of fair value in the accounting profession today. FASB Codification:
This edition integrates the new FASB Codification throughout. References to the accounting pronouncements replaced by a numbering system in each chapter linked to the new Codification.
A list of Codification references at the end of each chapter links the bracketed numbers from the text to the Codification; this list also includes a reference to the preceding literature, for easing
the transition to the new system. In addition, a handful of quick exercises in each chapter give readers opportunities for practice and simple research in the Codification. Revised End-ofChapter Material: Names, numbers, and dates in all end-of-chapter materials, including brief exercises and problems, have been changed. Expanded CPA-prep Professional Simulations: Now
be offering a complete online Wiley CPA prep course electronically. Updated real-world focus: This edition contains many new chapter-opening stories and ?What Do the Numbers Mean??
boxes. Such applications join theory and practice, and demonstrate to readers the use of accounting in today?s business world.
Concepts, methods, and issues in calculating the fair value of intangibles Accounting for Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets is a guide to one of the most challenging aspects of business
valuation. Not only must executives and valuation professionals understand the complicated set of rules and practices that pertain to intangibles, they must also be able to recognize when to
apply them. Inside, readers will find these many complexities clarified. Additionally, this book assists professionals in overcoming the difficulties of intangible asset accounting, such as the lack
of market quotes and the conflicts among various valuation methodologies. Even the rarest and most problematic situations are treated in detail in Accounting for Goodwill and Other Intangible
Assets. For example, the authors analyze principles for identifying finite intangible assets and appropriately accounting for amortization expenses or impairment losses. Using the information
in this book, the results of these calculations can also be reported with precision on financial statements. These topics are especially important for ensuring the success of any asset
acquisition or business combination. In these special cases, the utmost accuracy is essential. This book provides: Rules for identifying and recognizing intangible assets in business
combinations and asset acquisitions Guidance on the accurate valuation and carrying amount calculation of acquired and self-created intangibles Tips for overcoming the challenges unique to
intangible assets, including impairment testing Clear instructions for disclosing intangible assets, goodwill, and amortization expenses Accounting for Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets is
an indispensable reference for valuation students and specialists. Ervin L. Black and Mark L. Zyla provide thorough instructions for understanding, accounting for, and reporting this
challenging asset class.
"The authors carefully considered how to thoughtfully and meaningfully integrate data analytics into the financial accounting course, and are pleased to provide the following data analytics
resources. Data Analytics and Decision-Making The text provides numerous discussions on how decision-makers are increasingly relying on data analytics to make decisions using accounting
information. Accounting software systems collect vast amounts of data about a company's economic events as well as its suppliers and customers. Business decision-makers take advantage
of this wealth of data by using data analytics to gain insights and therefore make more informed business decisions. Data analytics involves analyzing data, often employing both software and
statistics, to draw inferences. As both data access and analytical software improve, the use of data analytics to support decisions is becoming increasingly common at virtually all types of
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companies"-An in-depth guide to accounting that reflects the most up-to-date business developments. This comprehensive textbook addresses practical financial reporting problems while reflecting recent
business developments and changes in accounting standards. This edition has been rewritten to align with the Financial Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standards Codification.
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